
SMITHFIELD SMOKED BEEF BRISKET

Smithfield Smoke'Nfast adds authentic BBQ to your menu

without the hassle. Whether it's fall-off-the-bone ribs, slow

cooked beef brisket, pot roast, or pulled meats, Smithfield

Smoke'Nfast has you covered.

BRAKEBUSH FIERY FINGERS®

Italian glazed breast strips are flavored with Italian

spices then grilled. Heat things up a bit with Fiery

Fingers®, breast strips dusted in a fiery, buffalo-style

coating that has just the right amount of hot, savory

flavor.
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ROTH CHEESE®

Inspired by Swiss roots, Roth®

specialty cheeses are

handcrafted in Wisconsin

where we blend traditional

techniques with the freshest

milk from local dairy farmers.

They know that the secret to

making great cheese is in the

details – fresh rBST-free milk,

copper vats, spruce planks,

expert cheesemakers and

patience.



A passionate,
innovative

food company
committed to

making
wholesome

and delicious
artisan food.

 

Ask for our
full list of

soups in
stock!

Premium, 100% Natural Soups, Chilis & Chowders!

Kettle
Cuisine

Made with impeccably sourced ingredients and cooked

from the heart using our most trusted, traditional methods.

Gluten Free, Dairy Free, Vegetarian, Vegan items available



Canola oil is considered a

healthier oil because it has

zero trans fat, healthy levels

of monounsaturated and

polyunsaturated fats, and the

lowest level of saturated fats

of all common culinary oils.

Canola Oil is widely used in

the food industry for baking,

frying, sautéing, in salad

dressings, etc. 

NON GMO
CANOLA OIL

Couscous, a staple dish of North Africa, has a mild,

nutty flavor and a fluffy, airy texture and is

traditionally served alongside a tagine. It's the ideal

side dish for stews and dishes prepared in sauces, as

it absorbs their juices perfectly.

ROLAND TRADITIONAL COUSCOUS

Udi's® is the #1-selling

dedicated gluten-free brand*

with a product portfolio that

includes gluten-free breads,

bagels, buns, muffins, pizza

crusts, and cookies. In addition

to being gluten free, many

products are dairy, soy, and

nut free, too.

Our Thaw & Serve products

will ensure you the same

“Fresh Baked” Danish and

other pastries that can help

you enhance your current

breakfast or snack offerings

as if you made them yourself

or had them delivered fresh

that day and we have

numerous flavors & size

profiles available to meet just

about any application.

DIMITRIA THAW &
SERVE CINNAMON
ROLLS

UDI'S GLUTEN FREE

Roland Foods imports more than 1,500 products from

North America, South America, Europe, North Africa,

the Middle East and Asia. Behind those hundreds of

products are countless people and partnerships—

Roland’s clients, employees, producers and suppliers

the world over.



CRISPYCOAT™ FRIES 3/8" REGULAR
CUT CRISPY ON DELIVERY™ FRIES

CrispyCoat™ fries have an even-batter coating delivering

crispiness while extending hold time. This revolutionary fry

provides exceptional delivery and takeout characteristics,

maintaining crispiness up to 30 minutes when using vented

packaging. This popular cut is the perfect balance of potato

texture and flavor while providing great yield.

Sea Watch offers an extensive line

of frozen and canned clam

products including: clam chowder,

clam strips, clam nuggets, clam

sauces, chopped clams, clam juice,

stuffed clams, and clam

concentrates. Also including, value

added seafood products, custom

formulated soups, USDA and Kosher

approved.

Recipe: Try Old Bay Clam Chowder

Dip: Sea Watch. Condensed New

England Clam Chowder mixed with

cream cheese and old bay

seasoning, garnished with sliced

scallions and served with slices of

bread.

SEAWATCH
INTERNATIONAL

JOSEPH'S
GOURMET
PASTA

Try Joseph's
Pumpkin Gnocchi:
Soft Potato
dumplings blended
with pumpkin
puree, brown sugar
and nutmeg (par
cooked).

https://seawatch.com/old-bay-clam-chowder-dip/


Hoffmaster, a manufacturer of

premium foodservice

disposables, serves

restaurants, hotels, healthcare

facilities, and beyond with

tabletop products ranging

from napkins, placemats,

paper straws, cutlery,

tablecovers, and more.

HOFFMASTER
DISPOSABLES

Exceptionally Crispy

More Profit

Good for topping

Snack appeal

Shareable

Perfect for dipping

Menu versatility

CAVENDISH FRIED PICKLES

You’re back in business. But to

stay there, you need quality

products, training, and support

to create a safe, healthy, and

enjoyable customer

experience. As your partners in

the foodservice industry, we’re

here to help you meet those

needs. To us, that means

innovating—something we’ve

done for the past 115 years. 

Bunzl Processor is your dedicated

partner for food processing

supplies and equipment. We are

here to help you find the right

products so you can spend less

time hunting for food packaging

and plant supplies and more time

focusing on your business. Bunzl

Processor stocks more than

25,000 food processing and

plant operating items that we

can ship the same day you order.

TAKEOUT
CONTAINERS, CUPS,
BAGS, & MORE!

NCCO

At Cavendish Farms we pride ourselves on high quality
products, exceeding our customer’s needs, and strong
relationships with growers in our communities. There are 3
pillars (family, farm and food) that form the foundation of
our brand and who we are.



SHORTENINGSHORTENING
The experts at Stratas have

formulated high quality

shortenings ideal for

numerous baking techniques.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
From cakes & icing to doughnuts, we have something that will work for you.

SUPER FRY SOY FLEX®
DONUT FRY
SHORTENING

PRIMEX GOLDEN FLEX®
ALL-PURPOSE
SHORTENING

SWEETEX GOLDEN FLEX®
CAKE & ICING SHORTENING

Soy Flex is a domestic soybean based
shortening that offers a creamier,
more consistent texture, a wide
temperature range and contains no
tropical oils. Soy Flex, for shortening
that's as smooth as silk and consistent
from cube to cube.

Super Fry Soy Flex is a zero grams
trans-fat donut fry shortening that is
great for a multitude of deep frying
applications in bakeries and donut
shops. 

Golden Flex expands the reach of non-
PHO shortenings into the more
challenging baking applications. Unlike
most non-PHO shortenings which suffer
reduced functionality and flexibility
compared to PHO shortenings, Golden
Flex is a true PHO-free drop-in
replacement.  

Sweetex Golden Flex Cake and Icing
Shortening is a zero grams trans-fat soy
based shortening developed for use in hi-
ratio cakes. Cakes made with this product
have outstanding flavor and texture.
Brilliant white icings made with Sweetex
Golden Flex have superior spreadability
and excellent mouthfeel. 

Golden Flex expands the reach of non-
PHO shortenings into the more
challenging baking applications. Unlike
most non-PHO shortenings which suffer
reduced functionality and flexibility
compared to PHO shortenings, Golden
Flex is a true PHO-free drop-in
replacement.

Primex Golden Flex is a zero grams trans-
fat premium all-purpose shortening that is
a true drop-in replacement for all-
purpose bakery applications. With its
neutral flavor and excellent mouthfeel,
Primex Golden Flex is the perfect choice
for pie doughs, cookies, biscuits, and
general bakery applications.



FLOWERS THAW &
SERVE BREADS

Why Thaw & Serve? 

PERFECTO'S BAGELS

Delicious New York style bagels from a

local company! Try seasonal favorites

like Apple Cider and Gingerbread!

Unmatched Variety: Differentiate your
menu with a large selection of on-trend
options. Explore Products
Always First Day Fresh: Freezing fresh
bread stops the staling process, so bread will
still taste fresh when thawed. Thaw & serve
breads give you get fresh-baked quality and
convenience.
Save Time & Money: Our breads are
delivered on the same truck as the rest of
broadline orders, making it convenient and
cost-efficient to manage your inventory.
Easy Handling & Long Shelf Life: For first
day-fresh bread, thaw at room temperature
for 12 to 24 hours. Once thawed, store at
ambient temperature and the bread will stay
fresh for 5 to 7 days.

Consistent, tolerant, and easy-to-use complete
pancake mix. 
Formulated to produce buttermilk pancakes
with traditional, cornmeal-based flavor and
appearance.
 Available in cost-effective, 5 lb bulk format.
Exceptional after-mix hold time means little
batter wasted from gassing out.
Has high water absorption rate for better yield
and more pancakes per box.
Waffles can be made using Gold Medal
Complete Pancake Mix.

GOLD MEDAL COMPLETE 
BUTTERMILK PANCAKE MIX

Since 1899, Henry &Since 1899, Henry &
Henry has beenHenry has been
known for superiorknown for superior
fillings with richfillings with rich
flavor and vibrantflavor and vibrant
color. Their line ofcolor. Their line of
filings providesfilings provides
trusted, convenienttrusted, convenient
formats and flavorsformats and flavors
to suit your mostto suit your most
creative need.creative need.



A FAMILY TRADITION FOR

OVER 100 YEARS! PREMIUM

CUTS OF MEAT, SUPERIOR

TEXTURE, ARTISANAL QUALITY.

We stock a full line of sausage,

deli meats, hot dogs, corned

beef, and marinated steak

tips, all from a local company.

Taste them today!

OLD NEIGHBORHOOD
FOODS

Fully cooked 4 oz chicken breasts are first seared

before being slow-cooked in their own juices. The

result is a tender and juicy chicken breast with a

delicious and visually appealing caramelized exterior.

Natural shape and caramelized exterior makes this

chicken breast indistinguishable from scratch cooking.

On trend preparation method that doesn't require

special equipment.

Quick and easy to prepare, so it saves time and labor.

HORMEL FIRE BRAISED™ MEATS

AU JUS

SLOW COOKED FOR

HOURS,-EXTRA TENDER

GLUTEN FREE

ALL NATURAL SPICES

NO MSG

Try Kayem's Slow Cooked

Choice Beef Pot Roast perfect

in many dishes and paired with

endless flavors. 

High Liner provides both value-

added and unprocessed seafood  

products. Value added comes

fully prepared, ready to cook, in a

variety of flavor profiles with a

wide range of preparation

methods. Unprocessed seafood

features perfectly cut selections

from a wide range of species,

frozen with no additional

breading or batter to capture the

best seafood flavor. These are an

ideal start to your next signature

seafood dish.

HIGH LINER
FOODSERVICE

KAYEM
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